GADCHIROLI AGARBATTI PROJECT
A VIABLE WOMEN BASED RURAL ENTERPRISE MODEL
Background of the Initiative
Gadchiroli is the eastern most district of Maharashtra, with a total area of 1,491,554 hectares,
of which 1,133,009 hectares (76 per cent) of land mass is covered by dense forests. Despite its
rich biodiversity, there is a clear absence of opportunities for employment. On one hand, the
forest department is the largest employer in the district. Yet, these are daily wage works, which
are of varying kinds. From the back-breaking strenuous to the slow and steady. But the income
flow to the residents – majority of the employment seekers and receivers from the forest
department being tribal – is sporadic. Being tagged as an area highly prone to Left-wing
extremism brings in a sense of trepidation for any new social, entrepreneurial experiments to
be set up.
The initiative was born out of the thought process that there is inadequate opportunity for
sustained employment for a large number of households in Gadchiroli. Left-wing violence in the
past has discouraged private investments in the region. At the same time, given that 76 per
cent of the district is covered by forests, opportunities to make a living from agriculture are
quite limited and prone to the vagaries of rainfall. A major employer of the rural population is
the Forest Department. One of the sources of employment is collection and sale of tendu leaves
and mahua flowers, and daily wage work by the forest department.
It is in this context that the Gadchiroli Agarbatti Project (GAP) was formulated. The project is
aimed towards livelihood generation through a process hitherto foreign to the region. It
assumes significance because it is an amalgamation of a remarkable idea, government officers
who defy the stereotype as indifferent authorities, and the ambitious seeds of sustainability
that are being slowly planted. For a neglected population which has been wont of unfulfilled
promises and perennial subsidies, GAP project comes across as a window to opportunities.
GAP currently has 32 centres functional as agarbatti producing centres, employing
approximately 1100 people; close to 90 per cent of them women. Every centre has 10 to 12
agarbatti making machines, and every woman earns Rs 10 for every kilogram of agarbatti they
make accumulating to Rs.5000 per month.
Date of implementation of the initiative
Through months of discussions and assessment and planning, the project was kick-started in
May 2012, with the setting up of agarbatti producing centres. Between May and June 2012, five
centres were started, one in each of the forest divisions of Gadchiroli district. By November
2012, two more centres were opened, and today, there are 32 centres fully operational across
the entire district.

Strategies adopted for bringing about the transformation and positive impact
Promoting any livelihood systems in a chronically impoverished area is a challenge due to low
capital base. This includes human, financial and physical capital. Gadchiroli is not just an
another sample of such conditions. Indeed it is a district where these challenges are more acute
than most other backward and poverty stricken areas of the country. Social strife due to leftwing unrest compounds the challenge in this district. Therefore, any intervention in the area of
livelihood promotion will need to address the problem posed by inadequate capital and social
institutions.
GAP approached this problem from multiple dimensions: (i) building physical, financial and
human capital. (ii) developing people’s institution (social capital), and (iii) skill development for
deriving optimal production and benefits. By investing funds from Forest department and later
from Collectors office, GAP project brought in finances to build physical assets like workplace
buildings, machineries, tools and tackles required for production of agarbatti. Money was also
invested in building soft skills among key animators in the village among youth segment.
Quantum and availability of adequate funds enabled the promoters to think ahead and invest in
machineries and accessories that would give the livelihood earners a reasonable protection
against their technology and trade process going obsolete for some years to come. In a parallel
process, the GAP catalysed the formation of an institution of Producers’ Groups (PG). PG
consists of women and men members of a centre who agree to common codes of conduct and
have a commonality of purpose, in this case to derive enduring livelihood from agarbatti
making. In the process, GAP project functionaries are given skills development inputs in areas
such as collective negotiations, mechanisms of transparencies and accountability. While
agarbatti rolling may appear to be a rudimentary process with little specialized skills, it is
anything but rudimentary for two reasons—(i) the women and men who enrolled into the
program had never done this before, and (ii) the hand rolling process is now replaced by
machines that require operating skills. GAP therefore put in place a skill building and training
program that included exposure-cum-study visits to Ahmedabad, in-house training of selected
youth to service the machines and undertake preventative maintenance and train group
leaders on negotiating skills and preparing them for the electronic book keeping and financial
transactions.
The Project Milestones are as under
1.

The project has been operational since end of 2012 and has been providing regular
employment to around 1100 tribal women (some of them are ex-Naxal) in raw agarbatti
making activity using auto feeder machines and handrolling. On an average GAP produces
around 100 tons of raw agarbatti and other pooja related products per month. Even during
COVID crises GAP produced 150 tons of agarbatti in April and May 2020 and distributed
around Rs.30 lacs as wages in Gadchiroli.

2.

Post the 31st August 2019, Government of India resticitions on free import of agarbattis in
India the demand for local agarbatti increased. GAP could immediately pass on the benefit
to women by increasing their wages from Rs.8 per kilo to Rs.10 per kilo which helped them
to earn additional Rs.1200 income per month.

3.

The hand rolling agarbattis are providing additional income to around 350 women who
work from home and earn around Rs.2800 per month. These figures will improve over the
period of time.

4.
5.

Total wages disbursed since 2013 is Rs.10 crores and turnover of around Rs.40 crores
Average wage rate of Rs.220 to Rs.310 per day- providing them additional source of income
of around Rs.70000/- annually
Introduction of smart card weighing machines, producer groups, tally software based
accounting system, cashless payment, medical insurance, annual day- award function,
excursions and exposure visits, etc.
Recognised by Business Outlook, Times of India, Indian Express as one of the key projects
of Gadchiroli involved in improving the per capita income of the people of the district. Also
recognised as one of the best project under Prime Minister Award of Excellence in Public
Administration 2014
Project has been visited by Honourable Governor of Maharashtra on two occasions,
Honourable Chief Minister of Maharashtra, respected Chief Secretary and various
Departmental Principal Secretary.

6.

7.

8.

Support from Maharashtra Bamboo Development Board
In May 2020, MBDB supported GAP with 25 new Agarbatti Machines and Rs.645000 towards
working capital for Hand Rolled Agarbatti making project When the country was facing such a
sever pandemic situation due to COVID, the support provided by MDBD really helped around
350 families with stable income source. GAP could disbursed around Rs.30 lacs as wages in the
month of April and May 2020 to 1100 women of the district.

Application of Grant Support from MDBD
1. The 25 Agarbatti Making machines were installed as under
Village Name

Number of Machines

Employment to ST women of
the respective village

Chamoshi, Thesil Chamoshi

5 machines

12 Women

Jaynagar, Thesil Chamoshi

5 machines

12 Women

Nikatwada, Thesil Chamoshi

5 machines

12 Women

Ghot, Thesil Chamoshi

5 machines

12 Women

Thesil 5 machines

12 Women

Pavimurunda,
Chamoshi
Total

25 Machines

60 omen

2. The women covered under the project were provided on the job training and in total 24
tons of raw agarbatti were produced by these women in May 2020. The net revenue
generated in May 2020 was around Rs.17 lacs and around Rs.330,000 were disbursed as
wages during the said period.
3. The women are continuing their work with the machines and they shall be provided round
the year employment
4. With the assistance of working capital for Hand Rolled Agarbatti project around 350 women
were provided employment under the project. The details of their villages are as under
Village Name

Number of Hand-rolling Employment to ST women of
Tables
the respective village

Ghot, Alapalli Division

30 Tables

30 Women

Kardul, Gadchiroli Division

25 Tables

25 Women

Darpanguda,
Division

Gadchiroli 25 Tables

25 Women

Pavimurunda,
Division

Gadchiroli 30 Tables

30 Women

Maroda, Gadchiroli Division

30 Tables

30 Women

Wakdi, Gadchiroli Division

25 Tables

25 Women

Chatgaon, Gadchiroli Division

25 Tables

25 Women

Bodli, Gadchiroli Division

25 Tables

25 Women

Deulgaon, Gadchiroli Division

25 Tables

25 Women

Dhodraj, Gadchiroli Division

30 Tables

30 Women

Lokmangal, Alapalli Division

30 Tables

30 Women

Total

30 Tables

300 Women

5. The 350 odd women were provided on the job training and they produced around 4500
kilos of hand rolled agarbattis generating revenue of Rs.324000 and wage disbursement of
Rs.153000/6. As Hand rolling agarbatti is a manual activity, the women will pick up practice and speed in
the following months and earn around Rs.3000 per month as wages.
CONCLUSION
When the venture started in Gadchiroli, GAP was dealing with a community that relied on
seasonal wage earning activities that were less predictable and involves much hardship. The
absence of control over their location and terms of wage employment made them vulnerable
to predatory employers. The opportunity that GAP provides is almost the antithesis of what
they had to endure – the terms of employment are controlled by the women giving them the
flexibility of managing work with their other family level roles and responsibilities. This has also
enabled them to deal with vagaries of seasonality of wage employment. The production

schedule is planned in a manner that it allows for families with agriculture activities can devote
time during the Kharif season by slowing down the production pace. To sustain the market
presence the groups stock up on finished goods before monsoon.
Such control over their source of income has proved to be a big motivator for community to
join in this venture. This is evidenced by the number of demands pending with the GAP
secretariat for starting new centers.
Out of the 1100 women associated with the raw agarbatti making project in Gadchiroli, around
80% are from the areas worst affected from Naxalism. This project has helped them to get into
the mainstream and many of them have quit the Naxal movement. The project which is in its
Eight year of operation has provided additional wage inflow of Rs.10crores to the district which
has been one of the key reasons for improvement of HDI from second last district (2010) to
seventh last district (2016) of Maharashtra. The project was also selected for the Prime
Minister’s Award for Excellence in Public Administration for the year 2014.
Few Images from Gadchiroli Agarbatti Project

Before and After the Implementation of GAP
Key Result Areas
1. Employment
Security

Performance Indicators

Before

After

Number of employment
opportunities created
outside of agriculture,
migration and Forest
Department
Average number of wage
earning days in a
yearoutside of agriculture,
migration and Forest
Department
Average wage rate earned

NIL

More than 1100
adult employment
slots created

45 to 60 days / year

In excess of 225
days through GAP
project.

A net of Rs 80 to Rs
100 per day as
casual labor.
Highly erratic and
dependent on
weather and labor
market supply
Physically strenuous
and often outside
their domicile.

Rs 190 to Rs. 310
per day from GAP

Predictability of
employment opportunities

Quality of employment
opportunity

No leisure time at all

Very predictable and
within the control of
the family.
Significantly less
physical hardship
and minimal travel
out of resident
village.

2. Gender Equity

3. Impact on quality
of life

Household income

Less than Rs 15,000
net income

Empowering livelihood
skills for women

Limited to
agriculture and
unskilled or semiskilled labor.

Wage parity

Women would earn
20 to 40% less
wages than men for
the same job.

Leadership roles

Women would be
subservient to men
in most cases as
casual labor.

Consumption rate

Sub-optimal

-

Food and nutrition

Very poor on
fibre/protein and
vegetable
consumption
Leisure spending
almost non-existent

-

Goods and services

-

Health and hygiene

Hard labor related
health hazards and
injuries quite
common and
significant loss of
wages due to illness

4. Environmental
impact

-

Pressure on forest

Vulnerable to
pressures from the
community to the
forest resources.

5. Social capital

-

Collective action

Little or no
opportunity

Increasing frequency
of leisure time and
socializing.
Many of the 1100
GAP members earn
more than Rs 70,000
net income.
women are skilled
to operate
machineries,
understand value
chains and negotiate
Income of women
based on merit and
output thereby
ensuring wage
parity based on
results.
Entrepreneurial
skills are evident
among 30 to 40
women members of
GAP producer
groups
Significant
improvement in
vegetable
consumption by
more most of the
women members
Increase in spending
on lifestyle items as
well as
entertainment
Improved
consumption and
reduced
occupational
hardship of manual
labor impacting
positively on health
particularly of
women
Significant easing of
pressure on the
forest due to
alternative
livelihoods.
Models of collective
action and its
benefits

-

People’s
institutions

Dormant local
institutions and
weak self- governing
capacity

-

Governance in
terms of feedback
Transparency
Participation

Community was
passive recipients of
top down subsidy
with little cost and
responsibilities.

-

Very little or no
mandate to engage
community in
operational aspects.
High asymmetry of
information.

Thank You

demonstrated by 32
producer groups.
Active producer
groups that are
moving towards
robust selfsufficient selfgoverning CBOs
Clear and time
bound transfer of
management and
fiscal
responsibilities.
Hands-on role of
business managers
with a mandate to
be self-sufficient.
Use of electronic
transactions thus
improving costefficiency and
transparency

